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Executive Summary

This project developed a methodology to use Twitter data to explore public perceptions of misconduct in public transit systems in California. This simple methodology allows researchers to analyze tweets to answer questions such as: how frequent are tweets related to assault, abuse, or other misconduct on public transit? What concerns arise most frequently? What types of behavior are discussed? Transit operators and researchers can use the results of the analyses to strategically improve safety measures for the benefit of passengers and operations staff.

We extracted three years and three months’ worth of tweets originating in California that include language describing harassment, assault, or other forms of uncivil behavior on public transit. The dataset includes descriptions of both incidents where the writer was the victim and incidents where the writer described events happening to others. The dataset was constructed in two steps: data extraction, to retrieve relevant tweets for the project, the named transit agencies associated with the tweets, and the geographic location of the tweets, and data preprocessing, to clean the data. To analyze the tweets, we labeled them using six categories: assault, harassment, theft, threat, obscenity, and uncivil behavior; and we conducted a qualitative assessment to explore the nature of the incidents described.

From the 317 tweets, we learned that the great majority describe events in the urban centers of Los Angeles and San Francisco, and that both buses and rail were frequently mentioned. The number of tweets varied considerably by year, with fewer in 2021 than in the years before and after. Further, a qualitative analysis of the tweets revealed that harassment, uncivil behavior, and assault are common concerns. Some victims were clearly targeted on the basis of their race, gender, or sexual identity or because they were a transit employee, such as a bus operator. The qualitative analysis also showed that both genders are victimized, though women were targeted more often than men (57.5% vs. 42.5%). Note that some tweets were coded for both genders.

Finally, we identified the following strengths and limitations of the methodology:

- The greatest value of the analysis comes from analyzing the specific content of the relevant tweets. The tweets in our dataset can be considered mini-stories that each describe an event of misconduct, allowing researchers to pinpoint details about the kinds of people who are victims (or perpetrators) and the specific misconduct behaviors. The detailed accounts provide powerful evidence to illustrate the nature of the crimes and misbehavior that impact transit riders, thus providing transit agencies with a better understanding of the problems they are working to address.

- The methodology can be used to learn about experiences in large metro areas or to explore state-wide patterns, but not to evaluate experiences on any specific smaller transit agency. We extracted only a modest number of tweets statewide, and tweets were concentrated in
two urban areas with some of the highest transit ridership in California: Los Angeles and San Francisco Counties.

• Some level of manual analysis is required to pull relevant tweets from the full set of tweets originally extracted from Twitter (now referred to as X). Most tweets that were extracted using our combinations of the relevant keywords do not describe first-hand experiences of transit misconduct. While machine learning offers the potential for future data extraction and cleaning refinements, there will inevitably be many tweets that are off-topic for the study. For clarity, we will continue to refer to the platform as Twitter in this analysis, as it was called Twitter at the time of data extraction and analysis.
1. Introduction

This project developed a methodology to use Twitter data to explore public perceptions of misconduct in public transit systems in California. This simple methodology will allow researchers to analyze tweets to answer questions such as: how frequent are tweets related to assault, abuse, or other misconduct on public transit? What concerns arise most frequently? What are the types of behaviors discussed? Transit operators and researchers can use the results of these analyses to strategically improve safety measures for the benefit of passengers and operations staff.

In the United States, public transportation is an essential infrastructure, with a well-developed system that includes buses, light rail, trains, shuttles, and ferries. Public transit is a lifeline for millions of citizens, connecting them to people, places, and possibilities (APTA, 2023). Many Americans see public transit as a crucial form of transportation because of its relatively low cost, as compared to vehicle ownership and use (Polzin, 2016; Beirão and Cabral, 2007; Litman, 2015). Public transit also provides access to employment sites, schools, and essential destinations for those who cannot drive themselves due to disabilities or health conditions, or because they are too young. Furthermore, public transit benefits society at large by reducing traffic congestion and emissions.

However, despite the numerous benefits of public transportation, it poses some significant challenges for riders. Regarding safety and security, some of the most pressing issues riders face are the possibilities of assault, verbal harassment, bullying, or abuse (Ding et al., 2020). “Assault” refers to intentional physical harm or the threat of physical harm inflicted on another person in a public transit setting. It can involve acts of violence, such as punching, hitting, spitting, or pushing, and intimidation, such as threatening behavior or gestures. These confrontations can occur between passengers or between passengers and transit operators. Incidents vary greatly in severity, ranging from minor unpleasant encounters to severe, life-threatening events.

Harassment, assault, and other crimes have a profound impact on the safety and the physical and mental well-being of passengers. At a minimum, incidents create an unpleasant and stressful environment for victims and also for witnesses. Some riders who lose trust in public transit as a safe travel option limit their use to certain times or locations, and others stop riding altogether.

Reported assault and harassment events on public transit have significantly increased in recent years. An analysis of the Los Angeles Police Department data shows that between 2020 and 2022, there was a 700-case rise in the total number of crimes committed in the city’s public transportation system, with an increase of about 300 incidents involving assault, harassment, bullying, or abuse (LAPD, 2023). These incidents range from verbal harassment to physical assaults with severe consequences for victims (e.g., emotional trauma and physical injury). Additionally, many victims lose confidence in using public transportation as a result. Victims of assault, harassment, and bullying on public transportation in California come from diverse backgrounds and can include anyone who uses the system. However, certain groups may be at greater risk than others, including the elderly, women, Hispanics, gender minorities, and low-income persons (Garcia et al., 2022;
Lubitow et al., 2020; Levin and Wachs, 1986). These findings underscore the need for continued efforts to address and prevent incidents of assault, harassment, and bullying on public transportation to ensure the safety and security of all passengers.
2. Methods

We created a dataset for analysis of three years and three months’ worth of tweets originating in California that include language describing harassment, assault, or uncivil behavior on public transit. The dataset includes tweets describing cases where the writer was the victim and tweets describing experiences where the writer described events happening to others. The dataset was constructed in two steps: data extraction, which identified relevant tweets for the project, and data preprocessing, which involved cleaning the data. To analyze the tweets, we labeled them using six categories: assault, harassment, theft, threat, obscenity, and uncivil behavior.

2.1 Data Extraction

We extracted the dataset using the Twitter Application Programming Interface (API) for academic research, searching from January 1, 2020, to March 31, 2023. The search was limited to tweets originating from California. This process generated a set of 3,388 tweets. The extracted tweets include metadata information such as an identification number, tweet date, time, and language. The Twitter API provided us with each tweet’s language and geographic information about where each tweet originated from (the city, state, latitude, and longitude).

The next step was to narrow down the tweets to those likely to be relevant to the project. This was done by searching for tweets that contain at least one word or term from each of two distinct sets of keywords:

- **Keywords about public transit:** This set contains 50 words or phrases that either describe a transit mode or name one of California’s ten largest public transit agencies, as measured by annual ridership. The modal keywords and phrases include “bus,” “train,” “ferry,” “trolley,” and “subway.” The named agencies are Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit), Orange County Transportation Authority, San Diego Metropolitan Transit System, Sacramento Regional Transit District, and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). We included the formal agency name and commonly used abbreviations for each agency. For example, for the San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Authority, we searched for tweets that contained the formal name “Muni” or “SFMTA.”

- **Keywords about assault, harassment, or uncivil behaviors:** This set contains 236 words such as “fight,” “spit,” “threw,” “shoved,” “catcall,” “rape,” “theft,” “abuse,” “bully,” “groped,” “porn,” and “punch.” We included multiple forms of each word (or concept). For verbs, the keywords include multiple tenses (e.g., “punch,” “punches,” “punched,” “punching”). For nouns, the keywords include singular and plural forms (e.g., “theft” and “thefts”).
2.2 Data Preprocessing

We first processed and cleaned the tweets by removing special characters, digits, emoticons, and hyperlinks so that the dataset contained only words. This process is necessary because when the tweets are downloaded, the API converts all symbols to Unicode format, making the raw data hard to process and analyze. We tackled this issue by implementing a data cleaning function in our Python script that reconverts these Unicode symbols to their original, recognizable format, ensuring the tweets are ready for further analysis. For example, “wasn’t” was replaced with “wasn’t,” as in this example:

**Original Tweet:** He was making blatant threats towards another passenger that was getting on the same bus and that poor man wasn’t even responding to any of his threats or rude comments. The man was yelling, cussing, threatening the entire bus ride. I complained to the @FlixBus worker and,¶

**Edited Tweet:** He was making blatant threats towards another passenger that was getting on the same bus and that poor man wasn’t even responding to any of his threats or rude comments. The man was yelling, cussing, threatening the entire bus ride. I complained to the @FlixBus worker

2.3 Data Analysis

We manually reviewed the 3,388 cleaned tweets to identify those directly relevant to the study. Relevant tweets were defined as those describing a personal experience with transit misconduct, whether as a victim or witness. We defined “transit misconduct” as any one of six types of behaviors: (1) assault, (2) theft, (3) harassment, (4) obscenity, (5) threat, and (6) uncivil behavior. See Table 1 for a description of each. These classifications were derived from the literature on transit harassment and safety (Ding et al., 2020; Ceccato et al., 2022).
Table 1. Public Transit Misconduct Classification Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>A physical attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td>Behavior that creates an unpleasant or hostile situation by uninvited and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unwelcome verbal conduct, touching, gestures, or body language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obscenity</td>
<td>Offensive sexual comments or behaviors, including viewing pornographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>content or indecent exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>The act of stealing or unlawful taking of property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>A stated intention to inflict harm, injury, or damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncivil behavior</td>
<td>Scary or offensive behaviors that the Twitter user did not perceive as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>directed at anyone in particular, such as playing loud music or shouting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>randomly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After this labeling process, we identified 317 tweets that meet the study criteria as relevant for analysis. The other tweets were discarded for a wide variety of reasons. The sorts of tweets that make up the bulk of the discarded tweets are tweets that complain about the quality of the transit service (i.e., late buses), tweets that do not describe an actual case of misconduct (e.g., “threw him under the bus”), and tweets that comment on stories the writer had read or heard about in the news or on social media.

We employed a triad of analytical methods to delve into the nature and extent of public transit misconduct. We used descriptive analysis to summarize and categorize the characteristics of the misconduct tweets, looking at the misconduct categories of the tweets, the genders of the victims and perpetrators, the named transit agencies associated with the tweets, and the geographic location of the tweets.
3. Results

The data extraction and cleaning processes described above resulted in 317 tweets about public transit misconduct in California. The dataset was analyzed to explore four topics:

- Trends in the number of tweets over time
- The location of the misconduct described (mode of transit, agency, and county)
- The genders of the victims and perpetrators
- The types of misconduct described

3.1 Tweets by Time

The frequency of tweets varied modestly by year. The largest number of tweets comes from 2020 (124, or 44% of the full dataset), compared to a slightly lower number in 2022 (99, or 35% of the total). An average of eight tweets were posted monthly, with February witnessing peak activity (33 tweets). A weekday breakdown demonstrates that Saturday accumulated the highest tweet count (56), with the average weekday recording 45 tweets. The types of reported misconduct varied considerably more per year than the overall number of tweets, at least for certain types of behavior. For example, 2021 saw a considerable drop in tweets about uncivil behavior and harassment compared to the other two years.

3.2 Tweets by Transit Mode, Transit Agency, and County

It was possible to code almost all of the tweets (92%) according to a mode of public transportation. Slightly over half the tweets mention buses (52%, 154), and most of the rest mention trains (46%). Only a single tweet mentions ferry.

Our analysis also identified references to specific transit agencies (Figure 1). Eleven such agencies were mentioned, with BART, SFMTA, and Metro being the most commonly cited.
Given that so many tweets mention BART, SFMTA, and LA Metro, it is not surprising that the majority of tweets (68%) originated from the Los Angeles and San Francisco County areas (Figure 2). Los Angeles County, contributing 146 tweets, emerged as the epicenter of public transit misconduct–related discussions on Twitter. San Francisco County accounts for the second-highest number of tweets (70).
3.3 Tweets by Gender

Additionally, we explored the tweet content to identify the perceived gender of both victims and perpetrators. It was possible to assign gender to the victim in 30% of the tweets and to the perpetrator in 64% of the tweets. Among the tweets that specify the victim’s gender, 57% refer to a woman, 42% refer to a man, and 1% refer to both a woman and a man. As for the alleged perpetrators of transit misconduct, almost four out of five, or 78% (159 out of 203), were male. We did not observe tweets specifying genders other than male or female, but analysis of future tweets can explore whether this is possible to observe.

3.4 Tweets by Type of Public Transit Misconduct

Harassment, uncivil behavior, and assault were the most frequently mentioned misconduct behaviors, accounting for more than three-quarters of the tweets. A few tweets were classified as threats, obscene behaviors, or theft.

The following tweets illustrate the comments written about behaviors we classified as “harassment,” namely, behavior that creates an unpleasant or hostile situation by uninvented and unwelcome verbal conduct, touching, gestures, or body language. Specific types of harassing behaviors include yelling (G), sexual comments (E), racist language or name-calling (A, D), and staring (B, C). Some victims appear to have been targeted for their race or ethnicity (A), sexual orientation (F), or gender
(D). Many of the victims and perpetrators mentioned were bus operators (G), though more often the tweets describe the victims and perpetrators as passengers.

A. On the train yesterday some guy yelled out to me, “Konnichiha, Konnichia!” When I ignored it then he went on to say how Chinese ppl shouldn’t even be here or some shit, blah blah blah lmao. Little does he know, I’m neither Japanese nor Chinese. I’m Korean.

B. Bart can be the fastest way to get around the Bay Area but this sucks when you got some creepy dude straight looking at you.

C. There’s this old lady sitting right in front of me on the bus and she keeps staring at me.

D. I went outside today to get groceries and a lady got in my face near the bus stop and called me a “stupid-ugly no-titty-having-ass-bitch” and then told me to have a nice day.

E. On my way home from work in my uniform n Some drunk guy on the bus asked if i was beauty from beauty in the beast I got a sick creepy vibe, so I said no I’m the beast.

F. Just got called a “fag” at the train station so I blew a kiss at them, hope that made him uncomfortable.

G. Funny coincidence that I see a “@SFMTA is Hiring” on the same bus route with the driver who yelled at me for having my phone out while boarding.

Descriptions of assault, which we defined as a physical attack, are illustrated by the next set of tweets. Victims were groped (J), hit or beaten (H, K, L, M), and pushed (I, N). Some of the tweets suggest that the victims were targeted because of their gender (J) or race (I, N).

H. During evening rush hour on the crowded @metrolosangeles station at 7th St/Metro Center station in DTLA, a woman directly next to me was assaulted by a man who immediately fled the station. She was knocked to the ground and taken away in an ambulance. It looked to be 100% random.

I. Just witnessed a girl push an elderly Asian guy out of her way so she could get off the bus before him. #StopAsianHate

J. So, on today, three men groping #Women against their permission.

K. On multiple occasions I felt pretty unsafe. Example: On the A line a rider sitting next to me was smacked in the back of the head unprovoked by another rider. The Metro ambassadors were nice to see but honestly there aren’t enough for how shady/expansive the system is.
L. The girl had a little brother who was also getting beat up on the bus for no reason. The bully got arrested and the victim’s mother will press charges.

M. San Francisco bus driver assaulted with bat over mask order.

N. Welp, I just elbowed from a racist dude on the train of which I was doing not at all. He was wearing a ski mask, sunglass, and had his bike blocking the door. He fisted pumped a dude (who was nice to consult with me if I was okay or not after the racist left the train).

Many tweets described uncivil behaviors, which we define as frightening or offensive behaviors that the Twitter user did not perceive as directed at anyone. The following set of tweets illustrates the behaviors observed, which include playing loud music (P), putting feet on seats (O), strong body odor (S), shouting randomly (Q, R, S), and disrupting service (R). Some of the people are described in ways that suggest they were suffering from a mental illness or addiction (R, T).

O. Here in my mid 30s, I have become the guy who tells strangers to get their “dirty feet” off the seats on public transit. Grandpa Pete will yell at you.

P. This bus driver just yelled for someone to turn the volume down on their phone (playing obnoxious videos/music); I am about it. Should be a requirement on everything. #headphonesarerequiredALWAYS

Q. Ah yes, the classic BART situation. A man yelling angrily.

R. @sfmta_muni Aggressive passenger opened door while train was in motion, caused it to stop. He is now running back and forth, screaming for train to move.

S. I need a bottle of axe, fabreeze, bath and body works or something, there are some stinky people on this ride. And a very loud angry dude yelling gibberish. I tip my hat to the brave souls who do public transit. This is why I bought a car the minute I could.

T. This homeless dude on the metro 720 is rubbing his hands on the seats and then licking his hands.

Tweets related to obscenity, as illustrated by the list below, primarily describe passengers reading or watching pornography (U, V) or indecent exposure and public masturbation (W, X).

U. This man sitting in front of me on the train is reading some porn novel. He’s like 85 and white!

V. Ayo, someone come get your grandpa. This guy’s watching porn with the sound all the way up at the BUS STOP
W. Me to fellow crew scared to use public transport: oh, the public transport really isn’t that bad in LA. I’ve done it loads!! Also, me: *witnesses two fights, gets flashed by a homeless bloke who is full on wanking on the train, then another guy who injects smack into his foot*

X. So, I’m on BART on my way into work finally. I sit in a seat at the back next to someone who I thought was sleeping. Halfway from Fruitvale to Lake Merritt I notice this man is staring at me. I slightly look over and notice he’s rubbing his penis while staring at me.

Tweets about theft most commonly mention stolen phones (Y), though a handful of tweets describe other types of theft (Z).

Y. Was on the Muni today and a (I’m guessing) 12-year-old whipped my phone out of my hand and bolted out of the bus. Unlucky for him, I’ve been building my running stamina and bolted behind him through cars whizzing through on Geary.

Z. When I was in law school I saw a mass robbery at that train station.

Finally, tweets about threats (stated intentions to inflict harm) include the following examples:

AA. Can’t stop thinking about how a man was standing over me and my friend screaming, “I will murder you!” and not a single person on the bus stood up for us. Not. One. Person.

BB. @SDGIS @metrolosangeles On the trolley, I once called MTS security because someone was making threats on the train and security popped on two stops later and grabbed the guy. Also, text security when I saw a seat either covered in urine or soda (couldn’t tell which) the driver walk back and checked it.
4. Summary & Conclusions

This study was conducted to assess the feasibility of using tweet analysis to better understand the nature of misconduct occurring on public transit in California. From the 317 tweets, we learned that the great majority describe events in the urban centers of Los Angeles and San Francisco, and that buses and rail are frequently mentioned. The number of tweets varied considerably by year, with fewer in 2021 than in the years before and after.

Further, through a qualitative analysis of the tweets, we learned that harassment, uncivil behavior, and assault are the most commonly reported concerns; far fewer tweets mentioned obscene behavior, threats, or theft. It appears that at times the victims had been targeted on the basis of their race, gender, or sexual identity, or because they were transit employees, such as a bus operator. The tweets described both genders as victimized, though women were targeted more often than men (57.5% vs. 42.5%). As for the alleged perpetrators of transit misconduct, more than three-quarters were male (78%).

From these findings, we offer the following key conclusions about the feasibility of the methodology.

- The greatest value of the analysis comes from analyzing the specific content of the relevant tweets. Tweets are essentially mini-stories that each describe an event of misconduct, allowing researchers to pinpoint details about the kinds of people who are victims (or perpetrators) and the specific misconduct behaviors. The detailed accounts provide powerful evidence to illustrate the severe nature of the crimes and misbehavior and expand a transit agency’s understanding of the types of behaviors and situations to be addressed. For example, while our findings indicate that a majority of the identified perpetrators were male, a noteworthy 20% were female. This suggests that, while males are more frequently identified as aggressors, misconduct is not solely confined to one gender.

As such, the tweets complement other research methods, including traditional passenger surveys or qualitative interviews. Passenger surveys provide important generalizable evidence about how many passengers have safety concerns but very few specific details about the events of concern. Conversely, interview studies can provide an excellent understanding of specific events, but cost and feasibility constraints typically limit the studies to learning from very few people. The Twitter analysis offers a middle ground: an inexpensive method to learn about the specific experiences reported by hundreds of people.

- The methodology can be used to learn about experiences in large metro areas or to explore state-wide patterns, but not to evaluate experiences on any specific smaller transit agency.

1 The dataset did not contain tweets specifying genders other than male or female.
We extracted only a modest number of tweets statewide—fewer than expected, given that we collected more than three years’ worth of data for a state that has more transit riders than all but a handful of other states. Also, most tweets were concentrated in two urban areas with some of the highest transit ridership in California: Los Angeles and San Francisco Counties. The limited number of tweets about events on small transit systems makes it unlikely that the methodology would yield enough data for a meaningful analysis of a smaller system.

- Some level of manual analysis is required to pull relevant tweets from the full set of tweets originally extracted from Twitter. Most tweets that were extracted using our combinations of the relevant keywords do not describe first-hand experiences of transit misconduct. Although machine learning offers the potential for more efficient data extraction and cleaning, there will inevitably be many tweets that are off-topic for the study. For example, it is difficult to imagine that machine learning will be able to reliably identify that a quote using the colloquial expression “thrown under the bus” is not an example of transit misconduct.

To further develop the methodology and learn more about patterns of transit misconduct, we plan to take the following steps to address the limitations of the current process.

- It will be possible to identify more examples of transit misconduct within California by extracting tweets in other languages (e.g., Spanish) and by expanding the set of keywords with the public’s informal names for specific transit systems.

- A second strategy to generate a larger and richer dataset is to apply the study methodology to other states with high transit ridership, such as New York and Illinois.

- Additional refinement of the misconduct categories would permit quantitative analysis to better determine the frequency of different types of behaviors. Many tweets describe negative behaviors that were easy to assign to one of the misconduct categories, but others were difficult to code with confidence. For example, a tweet that discusses someone being “pushed” might be an assault (if the victim fell) or harassment (if the victim was lightly pushed and felt threatened but was not at all injured). For future studies, we will refine the misconduct categories and develop more extensive training materials for the researchers who code the tweets.

- We will seek up-to-date information on the characteristics of people who tweet (and those who do not) to provide clearer context for the findings. Only a small proportion of people tweet in the United States, so it is important to acknowledge that the data is not representative of all transit riders.

- Part of the dataset for this study was collected during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic, which could have uniquely influenced transit passenger interactions due to reduced
ridership, heightened social tensions, and altered perceptions of problematic behavior, such as increased sensitivity to personal space breaches. Future work should consider examining passenger interactions in both pre-pandemic and post-pandemic periods to discern the broader generalizability of our findings.

- New changes in Twitter’s terms of service, API rules, and data access policies may affect researchers’ ability to extract additional tweets. For example, changes at Twitter during 2023 limited the number of tweets researchers can extract, and the free academic accounts for researchers have been replaced with pricey subscription models. However, as of the writing of this report, transit agencies with registered and verified accounts on Twitter can extract tweets to replicate our analysis at no cost.
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